
NSR’s unique cellular security products offer a 

range of  rapid-deployment solutions that support 

near-immediate transmission and management of 

mobile unit security. 

Boosted with intelligent transmission algorithms, our 

mobile solutions provides video, audio and location 

data even over very weak connections, enabling 

mobile units of whatever type and spec to function 

as an integral part of an operational security 

deployment.  

NSR’s unique rapid-deployment architecture 

enables near-immediate  deployment, 

transmission, and management of cellular data, 

ensuring communications remain viable most 

demanding cellular environments.  
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NSR’s SRM-M is the perfect remote video surveillance 

solution for cars, vans and trucks, as well as remotely 

located sites and body-worn applications, allowing users to 

view live video from any moving platform or location on their 

smartphone or laptop  - anytime, anywhere.   

NSR’s unique rapid-deployment architecture enables near-

immediate transmission and management of mobile unit 

security, with the 1, 2, 4 channel solution assuring video 

transmission and security control in even the most 

demanding cellular environments.  

Features:  High quality mobile DVR   Global remote 

monitoring and tracking with GPS functionality   Live 

bidirectional audio   Removable HDD   Live video streaming   

Four channels   D1 and VGA recording   Built-in Wi-Fi for 

wireless backup    Event-driven recording   Video motion 

detection   Geo-fencing, route deviation, speed alerts   Event 

notification PTZ control 

Remote Video 
Surveillance 

A full selection of client applications supplied with every NSR 

security system so customers can use a wide range of 

devices – desktops, laptops, tablets and smartphones – to 

view live video from their video gateways.  

All client applications play live and recorded video and 

support remote control of PTZ cameras. The PC-based client 

application is a powerful tool for monitoring sites remotely, 

and is suitable for use by individuals and control centers.  

Features:  Simultaneous connections up to 144 video 

streams   Simultaneous display of up to 16 video streams   

Support for 15 different languages   Simultaneous 

downloading of multiple events from different 

gateways/cameras   Configurable notifications   Configurable 

automated rotation of displayed video streams  Integrated 

site maps   Integrated GPS maps  
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An enterprise-level management system for control 

centers that monitor up to 5,000 wireless video gateway 

units—from public transportation systems, through 

shopping megaplexes, to building complexes and 

industrial zones.  

The NSR enterprise solution  enables control-center 

personnel to track massive numbers of locations 

simultaneously, supporting views of live and recorded video 

from multiple sites, and providing alerts and notifications 

regarding events that require attention.  

The system is highly flexible and configurable, enabling each 

enterprise to fine-tune various functionalities to specific 

needs: video gateways  can be grouped to simplify the 

monitoring process, events can be color-coded by type, 

notification content can be customized, and lists of events 

can be filtered to display only those events that are of 

interest at a given moment.  

The notification system is designed to facilitate efficient  and 

comprehensive event handling—events can be assigned  

automatically to specific staff members, and responsibility  

for handling an event can be reassigned on-the-fly as  

necessary.  Managers can easily monitor the entire event- 

handling process, seeing the current status of each event  

and a record of how it has been handled thus far. 

Designed for large scale monitoring, and built to work 

with operators of all technical levels, the NSR enterprise 

solution is a market leader in flexibility, scalability, and 

innovation. 
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NSR is a global provider of sophisticated, challenge-

focused Security programs, and one of the only 

companies focused exclusively on services for HLS and 

Defense integrators and 3rd party providers. 

We understand the growing and changing threat-scape, as 

well as the limitation of the human resources involved in the 

security solution – and strive to support operators and 

decision makers through innovative, highly automated, smart 

HLS solutions. 

We know that a security solution is something that the end 

user has to live with every day, be they government 

agencies, military assets, or public installations - and we 

commit to delivering solutions that can and will become an 

integral and invisible part of the resources we wish to 

protect. 

Our  
Vision 

NSR utilizes a wide variety of proprietary and COTS 

products and solutions, drawing on proven skills to design 

and integrate complex solution in multiple environments. 

From CCTVs, through biometrics, to tactical UAVs and 

spectral imaging tools, we are uncommitted to any specific 

technology, approach or provider. We cast our net far and 

wide to utilize the most relevant technologies from inside and 

outside the industry, responding to the specific operational, 

budgetary, social, and public perception needs of your 

customers. 

Our  
Approach 

Visit us online at www.nsrhld.com, or contact us for more 

information at info@nsrhld.com 
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